. We present and demonstrate experimentally a persistent-current bias loop that is intended to provide an on-chip stable dc magnetic field to flux-bias the flux qubits in a superconducting quantum computer. The bias loop is initialized to approximately the desired persistent current and then the external source is disengaged; this procedure prevents the fluctuations in the bias sources from causing decoherence in the qubit.
Introduction
Most superconducting qubits [1] employed today use magnetic flux to control qubit parameters. We are particularly interested in the Phase-SQUID [2] , where the critical current of a SQUID is controlled via an external magnetic field. This makes the qubits susceptible to noise in this control parameter; furthermore the stability of this parameter is crucial. While [3] required a stability of 5 * 10 −8 φ 0 , the more recent designs have eased the exceedingly stringent requirement, and quantum superposition states in the superconducting flux qubit have now been achieved and studied by several different laboratories [1] . Still, very precise flux control is required for more sophisticated experiments and the required stability remains 10 −6 to 10 −7 φ 0 [4] , assuming the qubit should undergo 1000 operations. To meet these requirements in [5] a flux was frozen into the structure composing the qubit during the cool-down through the superconducting phase-transition. This solution can be used to replace a globally applied magnetic field during qubit operations. The scheme presented here utilizes the same concept of a local persistent current frozen into a solid superconducting loop, but has the additional advantage, that the current stored can be changed without thermal cycling of the sample, by applying short sequences of control currents. Our flux-bias circuit, shown in fig. (1) is composed of a superconducting micro-strip above a superconducting ground plane forming a closed loop, interrupted by a large Josephson junction (JJ). Using a ground plane seems advantageous for quantum computing as unwanted inductive qubit-qubit couplings are reduced; furthermore superconducting control circuitry may require ground planes as well [2] . Two external leads are used to bias the Junction. This configuration of the flux-source was briefly introduced in [6, 7] . Despite the inductive shunt it is still possible to briefly overbias the JJ, as the biascurrent applied to both elements in parallel splits according to the requirement of a unique value of the order-parameter. An increasing current through the inductor causes an increasing phase-drop across it, which is accompanied by a corresponding phase-change across the junction, where it naturally takes the form of flux-quanta entering the superconducting loop. Simulations show, that once the bias-current of the structure is high enough for this to occur a large number of flux-quanta enter the loop rapidly before this process comes to a halt. Depending on the bias conditions switching the current off may then invert the process in part. The final number of flux-quanta stored in the loop is then in effect random with the mean of the distribution being a function of the current-pulse height. However, as the flux stored in the loop is quantized, so is the circulating current; how many flux-quanta are stored in the loop can be measured by a magneto-meter.
Experiments
To demonstrate this device we designed and fabricated a circuit within the MIT Lincoln Laboratory superconducting electronics process [8] . The critical current of the big junction could be estimated by measuring a junction of identical layout on the same chip to have a critical current of I c = 1.45mA. From the designed area of the junction we extract the critical current density to be 350A/cm 2 and the capacitance about 18pF . The design value of the inductance is 95pH [9] . To verify the current stored in our loop we used a shunted SQUID with a critical current of I SQUID c,0 = 120μA shunted symmetrically by two resistors of 5Ω each. We set the flux storage loop by applying a negative current of 4mA. After a short time without bias current we then proceed with a positive current pulse of variable height. All pulses are about 1 ms long, to ensure that our circuitry has reached an equilibrium. All bias lines are low-pass filtered with a 10MHz cutoff at room temperature to ensure bias current edges that are slow compared to the timescales intrinsic to our circuit and to reduce noise. After turning off the bias we measure the flux penetrating the SQUID. We expect that the flux is quantized and the same for the circulating current. We have measured the current to be stable over several hours and expect it to be so over all time-scales, as even the second least stable state corresponds to a bias of the JJ of more than 20μA below the critical current, so that even at 4K the lifetime of the stored flux is virtually infinite. The compound data of circulating current for different current-kick-heights combined is shown in fig.  (2) . It is evident that 60 states of positive circulating current that can be permanently supported by the structure are realized. Different pulse heights lead to different numbers of stored flux-quanta, we show this dependence in fig. (3) . Within this data three different zones can be identified. For small positive pulses the stored flux does not depend on the pulse heigth. This is due to the zero-current step after the negative re-set pulse: During the negative pulse more negative flux is stored than can be supported by the structure without bias current. Once the current is turned off, the circuit relaxes into one of the available meta-stable states. Temporarily applying then a small current of either sign does not cause a change in flux in the loop. Increasing the positive current pulses above approximately 1mA cause on average higher number of flux-quanta to be stored after the pulse, as to be expected. The maximal stored current measured is close to the critical current of the our control junction. Increasing the pulse height further attempts to store more flux in the loop than can be contained once the currents are turned off. This forces an escape of flux-quanta and it seems, that the more surplus flux stored in this fashion the less quanta will eventually remain in the loop. It is clear as well, that several different values of stored flux can be realized in this fashion for each pulse height. We did not observe a narrowing of this distribution by changing pulse sequences, however, the targeted flux-value can typically be reached within 20 repetitions of the simple pulse sequence. This is sufficient as it is trivial to measure this quantity. We furthermore extract the average difference in circulating current between adjacent stable states to be δI = 22.7 ± 0.1μA, from which we compute the inductance to be φ 0 /δI = 91.0 ± 0.4pH, in good agreement with our designed value of 95pH. For future experiments the resolution offered by this circuit may be insufficient as only a few different flux-states can be realized. Besides increasing the inductor size and thereby reducing the difference in circulating current between stable states it is possible as well to inductively couple a second constant flux source to the primary one. The second source then couples to the quantum system under study via a weaker mutual inductance. To measure this mutual inductance it suffices to measure the mutual inductance between the flux sources, which is significantly bigger and therefore easier to determine. Note that this device offers the quantum system formidable protection from noise or dissipation coupled from the bias leads. The JJ acts as a filter element between quantum system and macroscopic world and is particularly effective as the inductance of the loop is much larger than the Josephson inductance of the JJ employed. The isolation is almost complete when the control current is set to zero during qubit operation. Any quantum computer will consist of many qubits, each is likely to require one or more flux bias lines. While current bias techniques such as external magnetic fields or individual current-bias lines will not provide satisfactory scaling, the device presented here allows to set the required flux for all qubits sequentially using just three rerouted lines. Rerouting could for example be achieved via coldswitches. In this case, after setting the flux, the bias-loops would be physically disconnected from the outside world
Conclusion
In summary we have demonstrated a simple circuit for constant flux biasing of superconducting circuits, consistent with most fabrication technologies. Its applications may well go beyond quantum computing. One possibility is providing a phase bias for SQUID devices; constant phase-biases for RSFQ circuits have recently been discussed. Another possibility is constructing complementary JJ devices and circuits analogous to the highly successful semiconductor complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) family [10] . Storage loops of constant flux have found application in metrology as well [11] .
